Introduction
Diophantine equations of the form a x`by " z 2 have been studied in recent papers by various authors. In this paper we use elementary methods to completely solve the equation p
x`py " z 2n in non-negative integers where p is a prime number.
Preliminaries
Theorem 2.1. The Diophantine equation a x´by " 1 has a unique solution in integers a, b, x, and y with minta, b, x, yu ą 1. This solution is given by p3, 2, 2, 3q.
Proof. This is the famous Catalan's Conjecture (which can be also called Mihailescu's Theorem) that was proven by Mihailescu. For the proof see [2] . Lemma 2.2. For an odd prime p ą 3, the Diophantine equation p x`1 " z 2 has no non-negative integer solutions.
Proof. On the contrary, suppose that there are non-negative integer solutions pp, x, zq. If x " 0, then z 2 " 2 which is not solvable in integers. Therefore, x ě 1. Since p ą 3, therefore, z 2 " p x`1 ě 5 1`1 " 6. Thus, z ě 3. We rewrite the equation as z 2´px " 1. Since p ą 3, hence by Theorem 2.1, x " 1. This means z 2 " 1`p or pz´1qpz`1q " p, which is impossible as p is a prime number and z ě 3. Hence, when p ą 3, the equation p x`1 " z 2 has no non-negative integer solutions.
Main Result
We now present our main result. For n " 1,
p2s`3, 2s, 3¨2 s q, p2s, 2s`3, 3¨2 s q, p2s`1, 2s`1, 2 s`1 q, p " 2, and s P N Y t0u p2s`1, 2s, 2¨3 s q, p2s, 2s`1, 2¨3 s q, p " 3, and s P N Y t0u No solutions, p ą 3
For n ą 1,
The proof of this theorem combines the proofs of the next two theorems.
Theorem 3.2. If p is a prime number then the Diophantine equation
has the following set of solutions px, y, zq in non-negative integers.
px, y, zq "
Proof. This is the case n " 1 of Theorem 3.1. We consider several cases. Case 1 : x " y. In this case,
Thus z " 2 1{2 p x{2 . As p is a prime number and z is a non-negative integer, therefore, p " 2 and x is an odd non-negative integer. Thus, when x " 2s`1 for any non-negative integer s, we have z " 2 s`1 . Hence, when y " x, the solution set px, y, zq consists of 3-tuples of the form p2s`1, 2s`1, 2 s`1 q for any s P N Y t0u.
Case 2 : x ‰ y and x ă y. In this case, p x p1`p y´x q " z 2 , which implies that p | z. Let e be the highest power of p that divides z, i.e., p e | z but p e`1 ffl z. Suppose z " p e k with p ffl k. We then have,
Since p is a prime number and p ffl k, therefore, p x " p 2e which implies x " 2e. We then have,
We now divide this problem into several cases.
Case 2.1 : p " 2 and y´2e " 1. In this case,
This has no integer solutions in k, hence the Diophantine equation p x`py " z 2 has no non-negative integer solutions when p " 2 and y´x " 1.
Case 2.2 : p " 2 and y´2e ą 1. In this case, since p " 2 and y´2e ą 1, therefore, k 2 " 1`2 y´2e ě 5. Therefore, k ě 3. Rewriting Equation (2) we have,
As mintk, 2, 2, y´2eu ą 1, therefore, Equation (3) has a unique solution pk, y´2eq given by p3, 3q by Theorem 2.1. Thus, we have x " 2e, y " 2e`3 and z " 2 e¨3 . Hence, when p " 2 and y´x " y´2e ą 1, the solution set px, y, zq of Equation (1) consists of 3-tuples of the form p2s, 2s`3, 3¨2 s q for any s P N Y t0u.
Case 2.3 : p " 3 and y´2e " 1. In this case we have,
This implies k " 2. Thus, x " 2e, y " 2e`1 and z " 2¨3 e . Thus when p " 3 and y´x " y´2e " 1, the solution set px, y, zq of Equation (1) consists of 3-tuples of the form p2s, 2s`1, 2¨3
s q for any s P N Y t0u.
Case 2.4 : p " 3 and y´2e ą 1. In this case, since p " 3 and y´2e ą 1, therefore, k 2 " 1`3 y´2e ě 10. Therefore, k ě 4. Rewriting Equation (2) we have,
As mintk, 2, 3, y´2eu ą 1, therefore, Equation (4) does not have any non-negative integer solutions by Theorem 2.1. Thus when p " 3 and y´x " y´2e ą 1, Equation (1) has no solutions in non-negative integers.
Case 2.5 : p ą 3. Looking at Equation (3),
The equation has no solutions in non-negative integers by Lemma 2.2. Thus, when p ą 3, Equation (1) has no solutions in non-negative integers. Thus, taking Cases 2.1-2.5 into account we see that the set of solutions px, y, zq of Equation (1) when x ă y is given by, px, y, zq "
s q, p2s`1, 2s`1, 2 s`1 q, p " 2, and s P N Y t0u p2s, 2s`1, 2¨3 s q, p " 3, and s P N Y t0u No solutions, p ą 3
Case 3 : x ‰ y and x ą y. This case is similar to Case 2 and its various cases. The only difference results in switching the values of x and y in our final answer. Thus the set of solutions px, y, zq of Equation (1) when x ą y is given by, px, y, zq "
p2s`3, 2s, 3¨2 s q, p2s`1, 2s`1, 2 s`1 q, p " 2, and s P N Y t0u p2s`1, 2s, 2¨3 s q, p " 3, and s P N Y t0u No solutions, p ą 3
This concludes the proof.
Now we consider the case n ą 1.
